
 
Staff Check List 
         for Europeana Collection Days 
This document lists suggested staff roles and minimum numbers. Use it as a starting 
point when planning your event. Edit it to fit your event. The number of staff you need 
depends on the format of your event and number of visitors on the day. More details in 
the work-flow and station guides.  
 
Check  Floor manager   Oversee the whole operation 
  1 manager 

Skills: manager, knows all team 
roles, able to communicate with 
staff and public, problem solver, 
quick thinker 

ensure everything flows as it should and 
team members get breaks etc.;  
help where needed; 
intervene to solve problems; 
take over roles during breaks; 
prioritise workload if needed; 
liaise with all local teams; 

Check   Entrance and Exterior  Staff not directly involved in the roadshow 
  venue reception  briefed to direct the public; 
  building support  set up room, lighting, tables, chairs, 

work-stations etc.; 
be available to troubleshoot problems on 
the day; 

  IT support  set up scanner, printer, Internet, etc.  
be available to troubleshoot problems on 
the day; 

  security  troubleshoot issues with firearms, crowd 
control; 

Check  Welcome desk   Greet arriving contributors and other 
visitors 

  1 team member at all times, 
more at busy times: 
If visitors are registered on 
website at this stage, may need 
more staff 
Skills: ‘people person’; language; 
flexibility to adjust to current 
situation; knowledge about 
project, roadshow processes 
and rights; local knowledge 
(about venue etc). 

introduce project, explain process (time it 
takes), hand out paper-based material;  
explain permissions; 
register users on website (optional) 
introduce contributors to interviewers;  
ensure no-one is left waiting too long;  
keep statistics of visitors and contributors 

Check  Press desk  Look after press 
  At least 1 team member 

available throughout the day 
(can be combined w. Welcome 
desk) 
Skills: language; knowledge of 
project; know what happens on 

help press get the info they need without 
disturbing the operation (too much!); 
escort press round and explain what is 
happening 



 

the day; 
Check  Interview desks  Capture stories from contributors  
  1-2 team members on each 

desk, aim for 4-8 desks (be 
prepared to adjust to visitor 
levels) 
Skills: ‘people person’; language; 
subject knowledge preferred; 
ability to use form on computer 
Note: Each station may be 
manned with two people – one 
interviewing, one typing on 
computer 

talk to contributors, drawing out their 
stories; 
record stories and information about 
objects in written form/on web form;  
record stories on audio / video, with help if 
necessary; 
explain permissions; 
possibly offer information about objects to 
contributors; 

Check  Subject experts  ‘Evaluate’ objects and advise contributors 
and staff 

  1 team member at all times, 2-3 
available during busy times  
Skills: authoritative knowledge 
of the subject; language 
preferred; understanding of 
digitisation processes 

‘evaluate’ objects; 
offer information to contributor; 
help select from large collections; 
possibly interview contributors; 
possibly help contributor research their 
objects/relatives (only if time allows); 
not necessary as separate role if 
interviewers have subject knowledge; 

Check  Digitisation co-ordinator   Manage objects for digitisation and 
paperwork 

  At least 1 team member at all 
times (more if busy or where 
check-in, digitisation queue, and 
returns are separate). 
Skills: organisation; prioritize; 
manage expectations of 
contributors; flexible; 
understanding of digitisation 
processes; language preferred 

receive objects for digitization;  
give time estimate and manage 
expectations of contributors;  
manage flow to digitisation stations;  
ensure nothing is lost; 
return object to correct contributor; 
manage paperwork/digitisation list; 

Check  Photographer  Quickly capture a large amount of objects 
  1 team member at all times, 2-5 

available during busy times 
Skills: operate camera; set up 
station; capture images to 
minimize post-processing; 

photograph small, paper-based items 
(cards, photos, letters, albums, etc.); 
photograph larger, and some 3-D objects 
(mugs, clothes, helmets, etc.)  

Check  Scanner   Quickly capture a large amount of 2-D 
objects 

  1 team member at all times, 2-3 
available during busy times 
Skills: operate scanner; set up 
station; capture images to 
minimize post-processing; 
manage files; organisation; 

scan mainly paper-based items (cards, 
photos, letters, etc.); 
 

Check  Video camera (optional)  Capture interviews 
  1 team member (if used)  

Skills: operate video camera; 
capture interviews with contributors; 
capture general views from the day; 

 



 

explain to people why filming; 
get permissions; manage files; 
organisation; 

Check  Cataloguer  Upload objects and stories to project website 
  2-6 team members available 

immediately after the 
roadshow. Ideally the people 
who did the interviews 
Skills: language; some subject 
knowledge; use online form; 
manage files; organisation; 

edit story and digital object if necessary;  
upload the story, contributor details and 
digital objects to the Europeana website ; 
edit subject metadata; 
can be an interviewer or subject expert or 
media editor; 

Check  Media editor  Post-process digital objects for upload 
  1-2 team members available 

during and immediately after 
the roadshow  
Skills: image editing; editing 
audio; manage files; 
organisation; 

edit images; 
edit audio; 
edit video; 

 

 


